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ABSTRACT: A new type of Micro Sun Sensor (MSS) was started development for use on JAXA’s small satellites
and space exploring spacecraft as attitude sensor. In recent years, small satellites are used for various missions, such
as the Earth observation and science observation, and high functional attitude control system for small satellite is also
required. Therefore, the sun sensor for small satellite is required to be good balance of its dimension, mass, power
consumption and performance. The detector of the MSS is a CMOS Active Pixel Sensor (APS). The adoption of the
CMOS APS contributes to simplicity and compactness on the MSS. The MSS is equipped with a commercial-grade
CMOS APS. The state-of-the-art commercial APS is low cost and high performance.
For radiation effect investigation, the tolerance for gamma rays and proton irradiation were tested. The Ground Test
Model (GTM) of the MSS was fabricated and also has been tested. This paper reports the description of the MSS, the
result of the radiation test for commercial APS and ground optical performance test of the MSS GTM.

INTRODUCTION
In the recent advancement of the small satellite
technology, the application of the small satellite has
been expanded. In Japan, many ambitious science
missions and practical earth observation missions
using small satellites have been studied in addition to
the conventional missions for small satellites such as
education and technology demonstration missions.
JAXA has started the research program for next
generation small satellite bus technology since 2003.
The new Micro Sun Sensor (MSS) was started to
develop in this program. The balance of performances
and resource requirements such as power, mass and
size are important for component design for small
satellite. So the target specifications of the MSS
should be defined from this point of view. The MSS is
planed to be installed in the JAXA’s micro-satellites,
or MicroLabSat-II, for on-orbit demonstration of the
MSS.
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The MicroLabSat program is the research and
development program of advanced small satellite
system technology at JAXA. The first small satellite in
this program, or MicroLabSat was launched on
December 14, 2002, by the H-IIA launch vehicle. The
second satellite, MicroLabSat-II, has started to
research and develop in full swing since July, 2003.
Figure 1 shows the image of the MicroLabSat-II and
the main specifications are shown in Table 2.

Fig.1 Configuration of MicroLabSat-II (Image)
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Table.1 Main characteristics of MicroLabSat-II
Size
600(W)×600(D)×500(H)mm
Mass
60kg(total), 5kg (nanosat)
Power
100W
Attitude
Earth oriented 3-Axis control (nominal)
Comm.
S-band, 4kbps(Up), 1.6Mbps(Down)
Orbit
LEO, Sun synchronous(TBD)
Launch
TBD (completion of development <2008)

Cross-shaped Slit and CMOS APS detector
The optical block of the MSS consists of a ND
(Neutral Density) filter, a green filter, an evaporated
cross-shaped slit and a CMOS APS. The conceptual
image of the configuration of the optical block is
shown in Fig.2.
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Concept of the Micro-Sun Sensor
The MSS consists of an optical block, signal
processing and interface electronics block and its case.
The concept of the MSS is both to achieve
performance as high as existing sun sensors and to
reduce size, power consumption and cost at the same
time.
To meet these needs, a new MSS was designed as a
digital sun sensor based on the use of CMOS Active
Pixel Sensor (APS) and Field Programmable Gate
Array (FPGA)-based signal processing.
Most of devices to run CMOS APS are already
installed on one chip, whereas Charge Coupled Device
(CCD) sensor needs more electronics to control them.
The adoption of the CMOS APS contributes to its
simplicity and lower power consumption on MSS. The
MSS is equipped with a commercial-grade CMOS
APS. The state-of-the-art commercial APS chips are
inexpensive and demonstrates high performance, but
on the other hand, their radiation hardness is not
usually guaranteed by venders. In developing the MSS,
the radiation tolerance of the commercial APS was
therefore evaluated and verified by our own radiation
tests. The results of the radiation tests are described
later.
The FPGA has an advantage of its flexibility in the
implementation of the signal processing. It makes the
changes of signal processing method possible without
altering other elements in the hardware design of the
MSS.
The dimension of the MSS is about 60mm x 60mm x
60mm. For the request from the small satellite
installation, the MSS is designed to reduce its footprint
size. The target mass of the MSS is about 330g.
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Fig.2 Conceptual image of optical configuration
The measurement principle of the MSS is based on the
detection of sunlight, incident on the APS through
cross-shaped slit in front of the APS. The coordinates
of the intersection of a cross-shaped sunlight image are
computed by the FPGA using centroid calculation with
sub-pixel resolution and accuracy. Two axis solar
aspect angles in a sensor fixed coordinate flame can be
derived from the intersection coordinates. The
dimension, the arrangement of the APS, and the
optical slit define mainly the FOV. In case of the
current MSS design, the FOV is about 90 x 90 degrees.
Figure.3 shows the measurement principle.
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Fig.3 Measurement principle of the MSS
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MSS Functionality
The new MSS provides following features.
(a) Output pixel coordinates of sunlight intersection
The MSS derives and outputs pixel coordinates of
sunlight intersection by processing the image that is
injected on the APS through cross-shaped slit. Two
axis aspect angles must be calculated in the on-board
computer (OBC) using transfer functions.
(b) Triple redundancy and majority processing
The MSS equips three commercial EEPROMs to store
data for signal processing. In order to improve
radiation hardening, a majority processing technique is
executed. Error collections and data updates are also
performed by commands.

(b)Stand-by mode
This mode is a transfer operation mode (see Fig.4). In
this mode, the MSS does not take an image.
If the function of automatic reconfiguration is disabled,
the operation mode is moved onto this mode, as a
waiting mode after reboot of the MSS because of the
overcurrent detection.
(c)Memory operation mode
In this mode, direct access to EEPROMs and SRAM
on the MSS is enabled.
(d)CMOS checkout mode
In this mode, the CMOS APS can be controlled by the
electric test equipment. The MSS is able to output
raw-data of the APS.

The MSS can also output raw pixel data for ground
and on-orbit checkout.

(e)Boot-up mode
This mode is entered just after power-on. The
operation mode is transferred to the normal mode after
loading ROM data and initial CMOS APS setup.

(d) Overcurrent detection for CMOS APS

The state transition diagram is shown in Fig.4.

The MSS provides overcurrent detection and
automatic power-off function only for CMOS APS as
a measure for Single Event Latch-up (SEL) in the
CMOS APS.
This is because CMOS APS does not guarantee heavy
ions immune.
The MSS performs automatic reconfiguration about 50
seconds after overcurrent detection. This function can
also be disabled by command.

Power ON

Boot mode

Normal mode
Command

(c) CMOS APS test functions

MSS Operation Mode

Stand-by mode

The MSS has several operation modes as follows.
(a)Normal mode
This mode is a nominal operation mode of the MSS.
In this mode, the MSS calculates and outputs the
coordinates of the intersection of a cross-shaped
sunspot.
When the center of the sunspot is not identified, the
MSS scans all pixels and searches for the sunspot
(search operation). After the sun acquisition is
achieved, the MSS estimates the sunspot location and
processes pixel data near by estimated sunspot
position (tracking operation).
Yoshihara
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Fig.4 The state transition diagram of the MSS
MSS Electronics
In the current MSS, signal processing and command
and telemetry handling functions are implemented in a
single FPGA. This design concept contributes to the
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simplicity and compactness of the MSS electronics
especially for the circuit configuration.
The block diagram of the MSS is shown in Fig.5.

Table.2 Main characteristics of the MSS GTM
Item
Specifications
Dimension
64mm(W)×64mm(D)×57mm(H)
Mass
330±30g
Power
< 1.5W
FOV
H: +56/-50, V: +42/50
Bias error
< 0.1deg , 3sigma (*1)
Random error
< 0.01deg , 3 sigma (*1)
*1: Target Value
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Micro Sun Sensor Block Diagram

Fig.5 Block diagram of the MSS.
Ground Test Model
The Ground Test Model (GTM) of the MSS was
fabricated and has been tested. The MSS GTM has the
same features and operational modes as the flight
model described above in this report. Figure 6 shows a
picture of the MSS GTM. The main characteristics of
the MSS GTM are shown in Table 2. The accuracy in
Table 2 is target value of the GTM. The results of the
ground performance test for GTM are described later.

The CMOS APS and the optical filter of the MSS are
commercial parts. In order to evaluate the radiation
tolerance of these parts, gamma rays irradiation test
with Co60 and the proton irradiation test were carried
out.
It was the dark current output of the CMOS APS that
received the most remarkable influence on the gamma
irradiation. The level of dark current output was
increased after gamma irradiation and recuperated
after annealing (Fig.7). In the proton test, the increase
of the output level and the pixel-to-pixel variations of
the dark current were identified. Some recoveries out
of degradations were also confirmed after annealing
(Fig.8). The reduction of the sensitivity was not
identified in both the gamma-ray and proton tests.
From the results of the series of radiation tests as
described above, it was confirmed that the CMOS APS
operated normally and did not lose any functions in
25krad exposure.
In gamma-ray and proton tests, the transmittance of
the optical filter showed a drop about 10-20% with
annealing.
Several minor optical characteristic deteriorated in the
CMOS APS and the optical filter after the radiation
exposure. However on the whole, the MSS was
expected to maintain a necessary functions and optical
performances in 25krad irradiation from the
comprehensive performance assessment.

Fig.6 Picture of ground test model (GTM) of the MSS
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Shift in dark current (Gamma irradiation test)
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The static performance test was conducted to evaluate
the accuracy of the MSS from output data obtained at
varying angles.
The transfer functions are used for calculating
two-axis sun aspect angles from the coordinates of the
intersection of the cross-shaped sunlight image. The
transfer functions were defined by test data.
The bias and random errors of the MSS were
confirmed by comparison of estimated sun direction
from the transfer function and test data from the true
value.
Moreover, the dynamic performance test was
conducted to evaluate the effect of body rate of the
satellite on the performance of the MSS.
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Fig.7 Result of Gamma irradiation test
Shift in dark current (Proton irradiation test)
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The typical bias error obtained in the static
performance test is shown in Fig.10 and Fig.11. The
random error is shown in Fig.12 and Fig.13. The
random error is associated with the strength of the sun
incidence and the error grows around the edge of the
FOV.
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Fig.8 Result of Proton irradiation test
OPTICAL PERFORMANCE TEST
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Error in horizontal angle determination
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The test facility used for optical performance test of
the MSS consists of the two-axis gimbal system and
the solar simulator system (Fig.9). The MSS was
mounted on the gimbal system and was rotated by
controlling the gimbals. The resolution of the
measurement angles of the gimbal system is 1.0
arcsec.
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Fig.10 Typical bias error profile
(Horizontal scanning at fixed vertical direction)

Fig.9 Optical test facility at JAXA
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In the dynamic performance test, the MSS output data
was acquired in the situation that the gimbal was
rotating. From the results of the dynamic test, the
remarkable increase of the performance error of the
MSS was not identified in the rate of 6RPM. Figure.14
shows a typical result of the dynamic test.
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Fig.11 Typical bias error profile
(Vertical scanning at fixed horizontal direction)
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Fig.14 Typical error profile of dynamic test (6RPM)
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The summary of the optical performance test for the
MSS GTM is shown in Table 3. It was confirmed that
both the bias error and the random error of the MSS
GTM satisfied the target specification shown in
Table2.
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Fig.12 Typical random error profile
(Horizontal scanning at fixed vertical direction)
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Table.3 Summary of the test results of the MSS
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Fig.13 Typical random error profile
(Vertical scanning at fixed horizontal direction)
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SUMMARY
JAXA started development of the new type MSS for
small or micro-satellite attitude measurement. The
new MSS adopted a CMOS APS as a detector and an
FPGA for signal processing to reduce the size, mass,
power consumption, and its cost.
The GTM of the MSS was built and tested. The GTM
of the MSS built and has tested. From the result of the

20
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Random Error [deg]

Horizontal : < 0.0450 (3σ)
Vertical : < 0.0450（3σ）
Horizontal : < 0.0090 (3σave)
Vertical : < 0.0065（3σave）
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ground tests, the optical performance and the functions
of the MSS GTM satisfied the development target.
The major design of the Flight Model (FM) of the
MSS was established by the series of evaluations of
the MSS GTM. The environmental tests such as
thermal vacuum test and vibration test planned in 2005.
The MSS FM will be produced for the JAXA’s
micro-satellite, or MicroLabSat-II.
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